
More Information:

Packing Details:

We design babble wrapped, corrugated box, babble wrapped and form corner according to client’s 
requirements in compliance with industrial standard. 

Delivery details:

Our products are delivered all around the world ranging from LCL small order to 40feet High cube 
size container and port to entryway conveyances anyplace with universal acknowledged Inco-terms.

Manufacturing Time:

It usually takes 35-45 days to finish 40ft container heap of furniture and décor, contingent upon size
of request, sensible timed manufacturing can be planned for quick and timely deliveries.

Custom designs:

We have an in uniquely crafted plan; we consider each and every point of interest given on drawing,
design and specification. In line with this, we emerge and conceptualize the thought and vision of 
client and put all possible efforts to bring them in shape.

Bulk purchases / order:

We do embrace business furniture request from construction organizations, hospitality industry and 
specially craft work for interior decorators thus on connected with furniture and decor business. 
Our amazing foundation, labor quality of gifted skilled workers, experience working hands 
occupied with assembling, gathering, supervision, painting, pressing and sending coordination give 
us awesome preferred standpoint.

Shipping Procedures:
Requests are delivered within week in the event that they are in stock else we take creation 
arranging and it takes 4-5 weeks to outfit items and boat them. 

As we are far from ocean port so we have plant stuffing authorization for compartment or offices of 
closest ICD from ocean conveyances. 

We have smooth strategic working in our regions, LCL shipments experiences Mumbai or 
frequently neighborhood holder station after custom review and documentation.

Our Export Market: 

Our export market is spread over countries like Western Europe, Northern Europe, Eastern Europe, 
Mid East, North America, Southern Europe, Central America, South America. 

Accepted Delivery Terms: CIF, FOB
Accepted Payment Currency: , AUD , EUR, GBP, USD 
Accepted Payment Type: T/T, L/C
Nearest Port:  Mumbai, Pepava ,Mundra.


